ForeSite™
Fuel Retail Station Automation Solution
ForeSite™ Automation

Best-in-Class management solution for fuel retailers

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION

ForeSite™ automation is the leading management solution for fuel centric forecourts. It includes everything required by a fuel retailer to successfully manage service station operations. ForeSite™ consists of 3 modules: the field-proven DOMSTM forecourt controller, LIGO™ Back Office Solution (BOS) & site operation management software, and the Retail Head Office (RHO) management solution. ForeSite™ is designed for fuel retailers who seek a flexible and simple management solution, while striving to maximize profit and increase traffic and sales in the forecourt.

Orpak’s expertise is exceptional with over 100,000 forecourt controllers and over 27,000 stations with LIGO software.

- **DOMSTM Forecourt Controller**: Enables complete control of forecourt devices such as dispensers and ATGs
- **RHO Solution**: Allows management of multiple stations from a central point
- **LIGO™, BOS & Site Operation Management Software**: Smoothly and efficiently manages the station activity, including fuel sales, dry product sales at the isle, attendants & shifts, and inventory

BENEFITS

**Field-proven & robust site and fuel station management**
- Manage all station activities
- Scalable from single site to large network
- Flexible method of payment (cash, card, ForeFuel™) & site operation model

**Maximize profit by real-time management by data**
- Fuel inventory management
- Price management, both scheduled & immediate
- Shift management, employee allocation & cash control

**Increase customer traffic & sales in the forecourt**
- Ultimate fueling experience: man/un-manned stations, pre/post payment, etc.
- Enable dry stock sales
- Offer local accounts, local products, etc.
**DOMS PSS 5000 Forecourt Controller**
A powerful gateway to forecourt devices which provide a single point of control for multiple devices, connected via a variety of interfaces and over 100 protocols.
- Fuel: dispensers, ATG & tanks, leak gauges, etc.
- Other devices: price pole, car wash, etc.

**BOS & Site Operations Management Software (LIGO™)**
LIGO™ is a comprehensive and secure management software, covering all aspects of site operations in real-time, suited for any site operation model: COCO, DODO, & CODO. LIGO™ software runs on DOMSTM FCC hardware.
- Fuel sales
- Payment authorization via OPT & Orpak’s ForeFuel™, payment terminal, etc.
- Dry stock sales at the isle
- Pricing and product catalog
- Inventory management of fuel & dry items
- Employee and shift management
- Customer management with local accounts
- Enables loyalty, and card management solutions (e.g. Orpak’s ForeNet™)

**Retail Head Office Solution**
The RHO is the network central hub, which enables managing multiple stations and centralizing the business logic.
- Enables management of: pricing, inventory, and suppliers
- Provides vast reporting capabilities
FORESITETM AUTOMATION – MAIN FEATURES

**Forecourt Devices Control**
- Fully integrated with >100 types of forecourt devices

**Product Price Updates**
- Flexible pricing, discount, and price update mechanism

**Authorization & MOP**
- LIGO complies with numerous MOPs and loyalty schemes

**Fuel Inventory**
- Monitoring & delivery planning to prevent any shortage

**Fueling Scenarios**
- Supports any fueling scenario and station business logic

**Dry Stock Products**
- Allow simple isle sales of non-fuel products

**Local Account Management**
- Strengthen a station brand by localizing account offering

**Events & Alarms**
- Receive alerts on topics that require the manager’s attention

**Shifts & Attendants**
- Full control over employees, shifts, and received cash

**Reports**
- A rich set of reports that cover the full range of site operations

---

**ABOUT ORPAK**

Orpak delivers comprehensive solutions to oil companies and commercial fleets, improving profitability and optimizing performance from the forecourt to the head office. Our hardware, software and services enhance the entire retail fuel network and fleet management value chains, be it the single fuel transaction, retail network optimization or business analytics. Orpak has a 25-year track record of success and innovation. Known for rapid deployment of large end-to-end projects, our field-proven products are installed in more than 35,000 service stations and 7,500,000 vehicles across 60 countries. Orpak solutions are distributed via an international network of subsidiaries and value-added partners. In 2017, Orpak joined Fortive as part of the Gilbarco Veeder-Root group.